
6.149 Checkoff 3
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What to complete

Due: Friday, January 16, 2015 @ 5 p.m.

1. checkoff3 pig latin.py, which will contain your code for 3.1 - Pig Latin

2. checkoff3 loops.py, which will contain your code for 3.2 - Loops

Due to issues publishing the MITx site we made for this class, we’ve extended this homework assignment to include
more practice problems. If you are struggling to complete this assignment in time, please contact us in advance of
the deadline.

Recall: User input

The function raw input can be used to display a prompt to the user and save input entered by the user as a string.
raw input takes one argument (a string), which is the prompt displayed to the user.

Recall: Membership

Given a list, we can check if a value x is an element of the list using the in keyword. For example, if we have a
list VOWELS, the expression x in VOWELS evaluates to True if x is in VOWELS and False otherwise. Similarly, we can
check if a string is contained in another string using the in keyword.

Recall: Slices

Given a list or a string, we can retrieve a portion of the list/string using slicing:

x[:] returns a copy of the entire list/string
x[1:] returns a copy of the list/string starting at index 1
x[:1] returns a copy of the list/string up to but excluding the element at index 1

In general, x[a:b] returns a copy of the list/string starting at index a (inclusive) and ending at index b (exclusive).
If a is omitted, it defaults to 0; if b is omitted, it defaults to the length of the string or list.
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Remember, the first element of the list is at index 0, so x[1] is the second element in the list/string.
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3.1 Pig Latin

For this problem, we will convert a word to Pig Latin, then ask a user for a word and determine whether the word
is a valid Pig Latin version of an English word. We will also write three test cases for each operation.

Download checkoff3 pig latin.py and words.txt from the course website. Save these files in the same
directory (folder). Before writing any code, run checkoff3 pig latin.py. If everything is working correctly,
you should see the following lines printed in the shell:

Loading word list from file...

55900 words loaded.

In checkoff3 pig latin.py, we defined a variable word to convert, which is a single word. Write a program that
will convert word to convert to Pig Latin and print the result. To convert a word that starts with a consonant to
Pig Latin, remove the first letter of the word and place it at the end of the word. Then, add ay to the end of the
word. To convert a word that starts with a vowel to Pig Latin, simply add hay to the end of the word. You should
treat the letter y as a consonant.

For example:

• boot → ootbay

• image → imagehay

• yellow → ellowyay

Test your code with the above cases, and write three test cases of your own. (You can include them as a comment
in your code.)

Hint: Define a list called VOWELS to help determine when the letter a word starts with is a vowel.

Next, ask the user to input a word. Determine whether the word is a valid Pig Latin conversion of an English word.
To assist you, we’ve included helper code in checkoff3 pig latin.py that loads 55,900 English words into a list
as strings. (Don’t try to print this list - it’s a giant object and will probably freeze IDLE.) The list, word list, is
of the form:

["ales", "alga", "alia", "alit", "ally", "alma", "alms", "aloe"...]

Solutions that iterate through the wordlist and apply your English-to-Pig-Latin translation code to
every word will not be accepted. In addition to us not wanting to sit through your computer testing every
word, we want you to get more practice with string slicing, conditionals, and writing complex programs with many
conditional paths.

You may assume the user enters a string of only letters, but you may not assume the letters are all lowercase.

Test your code with the following inputs - the first four are valid Pig Latin words; the others are not:

ootbay

imagehay

ellowyay

Ellowyay

otawordnay

alsonotawordhay

a
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yellow

image

boot

Include 3 test cases of your own in a comment.

Plan your code out in English before writing it. Write ”pseudocode” - English descriptions of what each
section (or even line) of code needs to do.

Questions to ask yourself before you start coding:

1. How will you handle capital letters?

2. Does your plan work for inputs that are one letter long? (Remember, trying to access an element of a string
that doesn’t exist will result in an error.)

3. Will you address the Pig Latin or English component of the problem first?

4. Ignoring the Pig Latin element of the problem, how do you test whether a word is a valid English word?

Since this problem is challenging, be on the lookout for hints via email and on Piazza.

3.2 Loops

Download checkoff3 loops.py from the course website. Complete the following exercises in the file”

1. Write a program using a while loop that prints out the decimal equivalents of 1
2 ,

1
3 ,

1
4 , . . . ,

1
10 . Repeat the

exercise using a for loop.

2. Write a program using a loop that asks the user for a number, and prints a countdown from that number
to zero. What should your program do if the user inputs a negative number? As a programmer, you should
always consider these ”edge conditions” when you program! (Always assume the users of your program will
be trying to find a way to break things!) Make sure you handle negative inputs somehow - you won’t pass the
checkoff if you code gets stuck on this problem.

3. Write a program that asks the user to enter a number that is divisible by 2. Give the user a witty message
if they enter something that is not divisible by 2 - and make them enter a new number. Don’t let them stop
until they enter an even number! Print a congratulatory message when they finally get it right.

4. Write a program that asks the user for a word. Iterate through the word and count the number of vowels it
contains. Print the number of vowels the word contains (an integer); the word with all the vowels removed (a
string); and a list of all of the unique consonants in the word. For example, if the user input is ”apple,” the
expected output is:

2 vowels

ppl

[’p’, ’l’]

You will find it helpful to complete this problem in steps, satisfying each requirement before trying the next.
You may want to define a list at the top of your code file called VOWELS that contains all of the vowels. You
can then check if a letter x is a vowel with the expression x in VOWELS.
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5. In the template, we defined a variable l that is a list of numbers. Write a program that prints the sum of the
numbers. Modify the program so that it also prints a list of numbers where the element at the ith index is
the sum of the first i + 1 elements in l. (The 2nd index of the new list will store the sum of the first three
elements of l.) Do not modify l. For example, the expected output for our initial l = [4, 3, 6] is:

13

[4, 7, 13]
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